The macroscopic electromagnetic boundary conditions, which have been established for over a century 1 , are essential for the understanding of photonics at macroscopic length scales. Even state-of-the-art nanoplasmonic studies 2-4 , exemplars of extremely interface-localized fields, rely on their validity. This classical description, however, neglects the intrinsic electronic length scales (of the order of ångström) associated with interfaces, leading to considerable discrepancies between classical predictions and experimental observations in systems with deeply nanoscale feature sizes, which are typically evident below about 10 to 20 nanometres 5-10 . The onset of these discrepancies has a mesoscopic character: it lies between the granular microscopic (electronic-scale) and continuous macroscopic (wavelength-scale) domains. Existing top-down phenomenological approaches deal only with individual aspects of these omissions, such as nonlocality 11-13 and local-response spill-out 14, 15 . Alternatively, bottom-up first-principles approaches-for example, time-dependent density functional theory 16,17 -are severely constrained by computational demands and thus become impractical for multiscale problems. Consequently, a general and unified framework for nanoscale electromagnetism remains absent. Here we introduce and experimentally demonstrate such a framework-amenable to both analytics and numerics, and applicable to multiscale problems-that reintroduces the electronic length scale via surface-response functions known as Feibelman d parameters 18, 19 . We establish an experimental procedure to measure these complex dispersive surfaceresponse functions, using quasi-normal-mode perturbation theory and observations of pronounced nonclassical effects. We observe nonclassical spectral shifts in excess of 30 per cent and the breakdown of Kreibig-like broadening in a quintessential multiscale architecture: film-coupled nanoresonators, with feature sizes comparable to both the wavelength and the electronic length scale. Our results provide a general framework for modelling and understanding nanoscale (that is, all relevant length scales above about 1 nanometre) electromagnetic phenomena.
The macroscopic electromagnetic boundary conditions, which have been established for over a century 1 , are essential for the understanding of photonics at macroscopic length scales. Even state-of-the-art nanoplasmonic studies [2] [3] [4] , exemplars of extremely interface-localized fields, rely on their validity. This classical description, however, neglects the intrinsic electronic length scales (of the order of ångström) associated with interfaces, leading to considerable discrepancies between classical predictions and experimental observations in systems with deeply nanoscale feature sizes, which are typically evident below about 10 to 20 nanometres [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The onset of these discrepancies has a mesoscopic character: it lies between the granular microscopic (electronic-scale) and continuous macroscopic (wavelength-scale) domains. Existing top-down phenomenological approaches deal only with individual aspects of these omissions, such as nonlocality [11] [12] [13] and local-response spill-out 14, 15 . Alternatively, bottom-up first-principles approaches-for example, time-dependent density functional theory 16, 17 -are severely constrained by computational demands and thus become impractical for multiscale problems. Consequently, a general and unified framework for nanoscale electromagnetism remains absent. Here we introduce and experimentally demonstrate such a framework-amenable to both analytics and numerics, and applicable to multiscale problems-that reintroduces the electronic length scale via surface-response functions known as Feibelman d parameters 18, 19 . We establish an experimental procedure to measure these complex dispersive surfaceresponse functions, using quasi-normal-mode perturbation theory and observations of pronounced nonclassical effects. We observe nonclassical spectral shifts in excess of 30 per cent and the breakdown of Kreibig-like broadening in a quintessential multiscale architecture: film-coupled nanoresonators, with feature sizes comparable to both the wavelength and the electronic length scale. Our results provide a general framework for modelling and understanding nanoscale (that is, all relevant length scales above about 1 nanometre) electromagnetic phenomena.
We reintroduce the electronic length scale by amending the classical boundary conditions (Fig. 1a ) with a set of mesoscopic complex surface-response functions, known as the Feibelman d ⊥ and d ‖ parameters ( Fig. 1b) 18, 19 , which play a role analogous to the local bulk permittivity, but for interfaces between two materials. d ⊥ and d ‖ are equal to the frequency-dependent centroids of the induced charge and the normal derivative of the tangential current, respectively, at an equivalent planar interface ( Fig. 1c and Supplementary Information section S1). They enable a leading-order-accurate incorporation of nonlocality, spill-out and surface-enabled Landau damping (tunnelling 14 and size quantization 20 , which are not incorporated in the d parameters, are non-negligible at feature sizes below about 1 nm; see Supplementary Information section S2.C).
We start by summarizing the key elements of our framework. The d parameters drive an effective nonclassical surface polarization P s ≡ π + iω −1 K ( Fig. 1d , Supplementary Information section S2.A) 21, 22 , with d ⊥ contributing an out-of-plane surface dipole density of π n d ε E ≡⊥ 0 ⊥ (ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity) and d ‖ contributing an in-plane surface current density of K D ωd ≡ i
.
Here, f f f ≡ − as a set of mesoscopic boundary conditions (here without external interface currents or charges) for the conventional macroscopic Maxwell equations (also shown in Fig. 1b ; see Supplementary Information section S2.B)
These mesoscopic boundary conditions are a twofold gene ralization from opposite directions. First, they generalize the usual macroscopic electromagnetic boundary conditions ( D B = =0 ⊥ ⊥ and E H 0 0 = = ) to which they reduce in the limit d ⊥ = d ‖ = 0. Secondly, they represent a conceptual and practical generalization of the applicability of the Feibelman d parameters, elevated from their original purview of planar 18 and spherical 23 interfaces, and beyond recent quasistatic considerations 22 , to a fully general electrodynamic framework.
Experimentally, we establish a systematic approach to measure the d-parameter dispersion of a general two-material interface and illustrate it using Au-AlO x interfaces. Whereas the d parameters of simple metals can be accurately computed within jellium time-dependent density functional theory 18, 24 , those of noble metals, such as Au, require time-dependent density functional theory beyond the jellium approximation owing to non-negligible screening from lower-lying orbitals 22, 25, 26 . We show that the d parameters can instead be measured experimentally. By developing and exploiting a quasi-normalmode (QNM)-based 27,28 perturbation expression, we translate these mesoscopic quantities directly into observables-spectral shifting and broadening-and measure them in designed plasmonic systems that exhibit pronounced nonclassical corrections. Our experimental testbed enables a direct procedure to extract the d parameters from standard dark-field spectroscopic measurements, in a manner analogous to ellipsometric measurements of the local bulk permittivity. Moreover, by investigating a complementary hybrid plasmonic setup, we discover and experimentally demonstrate design principles for structures that are classically robust-that is, they exhibit minimal nonclassical corrections-even under nanoscopic conditions.
The extensive interest in film-coupled nanoresonators 3, 4 , which combine wavelength-scale resonators with nanometric gaps, is a particularly pertinent example that underscores the need for 
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Dark-eld objective 29 . The fundamental mode (1, 1) is optically accessible in the far field and exhibits highly confined electromagnetic fields within the gap, suggesting potentially large nonclassical corrections. We implemented the mesoscopic boundary conditions (Fig. 1b ) in a standard full-wave numerical solver (COMSOL Multiphysics, implementation available at https://github.com/yiy-mit/nanoEM; see Supplementary Information section S3). With specified d parameters, this permits self-consistent calculations of, for example, the nonclassical surface dipole density π(r), as shown in Fig. 1f for the (1, 1) mode. Similarly, conventional electromagnetic quantities such as the scattering efficiency σ sca /A (A = πD 2 /4) can be computed, enabling comparison with experimental results (Fig. 1g) . For Au disks, the (1, 1) resonance is consistently blueshifted relative to the classical prediction, with shifts exceeding 30% for the smallest considered gaps.
To extract the surface-response functions from observables, we develop a perturbative description 30 of the nonclassical spectral shift using the solver QNMEig 28 of the QNM freeware MAN (Modal Analysis of Nanoresonators), with retardation incorporated explicitly: the true eigenfrequency ω ω ω =~+~+ … (0)
(eigenindex implicit) has a first-order nonclassical correction ω (1) to its classical value ω (0) (Supplementary Information section S4) (c, f, h, j) . a.u., arbitrary units. In e-j, the diameter D of the Au sample used is shown above the panels. ). We note that
(by 1-2 orders of magnitude) for the considered gap sizes; consequently, d Re( ) τ ⊥, contributes to spectral shifting and d Im( ) τ ⊥, to broadening. Ensemble scattering spectra of 18 arrays of Au nanodisks (height, 31 nm) were measured by dark-field scattering microscopy (Fig. 2, Methods) , spanning three diameters and six gap sizes ( Fig. 3e-j) . The associated complex eigenfrequencies ω were subsequently extracted by Voigt profile deconvolution (Supplementary Information section S12), using the measured particle size distribution (Supplementary Information section S7). For the AlO x spacer, we observed ellipsometrically (and include in our calculations) a thickness-dependent refractive index n AlO x (Fig. 3d,  Supplementary Information section S9) , an effect commonly observed in ultrathin ALD-grown AlO x layers 32 and other ALD-grown materials 33 . Figure 3b , c shows the complex surface-response function d ω ( ) ⊥ Au−AlO x , extracted using equation (4) . Within the considered spectral range, d Re( ) ⊥ Au−AlO x (Fig. 3b ) reveals a nearly dispersionless surface response of comparatively large magnitude, from −0.5 nm to −0.4 nm. By contrast, d Im( ) ⊥ Au−AlO x (Fig. 3c) is strongly dispersive, increasing from ≱0.1 nm in the near-infrared to about 0.3 nm in the visible. The thickness dependence of n AlO x imparts an attendant implicit dependence on the inferred d ω ( ) ⊥ Au−AlO x (Supplementary Information section S13). As a result, the frequency fits in Fig. 3b , c convey a composite dependence along the ω n ( , ) AlO x space (Fig. 3d, circles) sampled by our data. Whereas the negative sign of d Re( ) ⊥ Au−AlO x , and the associated blueshift of ω ω Re(~−~) (0) (Fig. 3f , h, j, top panels), agrees with earlier observations in Au (refs. 7, 8 ) and Ag (refs. 6, 9, 10 ) nanoparticles, the spectral shift is substantially larger. There are two reasons for this: first, the nonclassical perturbation strength κ ⊥ Au−AlO x is much larger than, for example, in standalone nanospheres or film-coupled nanospheres, owing to the strong field confinement beneath the entire nanodisk footprint ( Supplementary Information section S4) ; second, screening from the AlO x cladding expels induced charge into Au, thereby enhancing d ⊥ Au−AlO x relative to the unscreened interface, that is, relative to d ⊥ Au−air (Supplementary Information section S16) 31 .
Nonclassical broadening due to surface-enhanced Landau damping, that is, ω ω Im(~−~) (0) , is similarly enhanced for the same reasons (Fig. 3f, h, j, lower panels) . Classically, the linewidth reduces nearly monotonically with gap size, primarily owing to increased light confinement (reduced radiative coupling). Instead, we observed (and predict, nonclassically) a near-constant broadening that is reduced slightly for very small gaps. This near-constant broadening results from an interplay (equation (4)) among the strong (classical) gap dependence of ω Re(~), the increase of the nonclassical perturbation strength (Fig. 3a) at smaller g values and the decrease of d Im( ) ⊥ Au−AlO x towards the infrared ( Fig. 3c) . Strikingly, the smallest gap does not produce the strongest nonclassical broadening (that is, ω Im(~) (1) ), in contrast to the natural Article expectation of monotonically increasing ω Im(~) (1) with decreasing g. Instead, ω Im(~) (1) is minimal there-a consequence of the near-vanishing magnitude of the strongly dispersive d Im( ) ⊥ Au−AlO x (Fig. 3c ). This behaviour demonstrates the apparent breakdown of the empirical understanding of nonclassical broadening in nanostructures, known as Kreibig damping 5 , which holds that ω Im(~) (1) is approximately proportional to 1/g. The observation of large nonclassical corrections in our coupled Au-Au setup frames the question: can nonclassical effects-which are often detrimental-be efficiently mitigated even in nanoscopic settings? To answer by example, we consider a hybrid dielectric-metal design, replacing the Au nanodisks with Si. Such hybrid configurations have been predicted to yield higher radiative efficiency with comparable overall plasmonic response 29 and have two key advantages for mitigating nonclassical effects: first, undoped Si is effectively a purely classical material (that is, ≃
) under the jellium approximation, as it lacks free electrons; second, high-index nanoresonators reduce the field intensity at the metal interface while maintaining confinement in the gap region. This hybridization can be exploited to reduce the nonclassical perturbation strength κ ⊥ Au−AlO x by an order of magnitude relative to that in the Au-Au design, as shown in Fig. 4a . Our measurements confirm this prediction: for Si nanodisks with D ≈ 104.4 nm, we observe a high-quality scattering spectrum with a symmetric single-resonance feature for all gap sizes (Fig. 4b ). The measured resonance frequencies ( Fig. 4c) show only minor deviations from classical predictions, in both real and imaginary parts. Although the inclusion of nonclassical effects improves the experimental agreement, the overall shift remains small and comparable to the uncertainties owing to the intrinsic oxide thickness beneath the Si nanodisk (Supplementary Information section S12.C). By considering a range of nanodisk diameters (Fig. 4d ), we reach an identical conclusion, even for the smallest considered gap (about 1.1 nm): classical scattering spectra agree well with measurements, and nonclassical corrections are minor relative to those in the Au-Au system. We found similar robustness across several additional gap sizes and diameters (Supplementary Information section S14). Equation (2) suggests a complementary strategy for mitigating nonclassical effects: if the sign of d Re( ) τ ⊥ differs at distinct interfaces τ, the interface summation ( ) κ d Re ∑ τ τ τ ⊥ ⊥ will partially cancel. Whereas noble metals are known to spill inwards (Re(d ⊥ ) < 0), simple metals (for example, Al) spill outwards (Re(d ⊥ ) > 0) 19 . We found experimental evidence for such a partial cancellation in a combined noble-simple-metal setup (Al nanodisks on a Au substrate; Supplementary Information section S15).
The mesoscopic framework presented here introduces a general approach for incorporating nonclassical effects in electromagnetic problems by a simple generalization of the associated boundary conditions. Our experiments show how to directly measure the nonclassical surface-response functions-the Feibelman d parameters-in general and technologically relevant plasmonic platforms. Our findings establish the Feibelman d parameters as first-class response functions of general utility. This calls for the compilation of databases of d parameters at interfaces of photonic and plasmonic prominence, analogous and complementary to the existing databases of local bulk permittivities.
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